...celebrating the Diplomat, Mr Aziz Pahad

Tribute by Minister Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma

Tribute by Deputy Minister Sue van der Merwe

Frans Fanon says “Each generation must discover its mission, fulfil it, or betray it”. Today we can say without fear of
contradiction that you belonged to that generation of leaders and people who, when faced with greater challenges,
did not hesitate to act in defence of our dignity and pride.

Aziz Pahad’s reputation preceded him when he returned from exile in 1990. Abroad, he was
the activist firebrand responsible for setting up the Anti-Apartheid structures all over the world.
He was well known for his work on the international scene, and so when he returned, it was a
natural extension of his career that he would be appointed as South Africa’s first Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs in our newly democratic country.

Dear Aziz

That generation of leaders and people had to make a choice of whether to surrender or to fight against the horrendous
system of apartheid. When that time came, we know too well, your generation did not surrender but fought with all the
might at their disposal to bring about peace, freedom and democracy in your life time.
We know, and know too well, the trials and tribulations that your generation had to undergo to bring about the total
emancipation of our people including imprisonment, banishment and exile, including paying the supreme price to
bring about freedom.
With the advent of independence in 1994, again when the clarion call demanded of your generation to take their
rightful place in to lay the foundation of a non-racial, non-sexist and democratic society you did not shy away from
such gigantic responsibilities.
Most of us had the opportunity to interact with your good-self in a variety of areas in general and foreign relations in
particular. In this regard, I must note that I never thought of a day in which we at Foreign Affairs would have to bid
you farewell from our Department.
You have been an anchor of our Department since 1994. Indeed most of us would testify to the warmth and humility with
which we were received by your good-self upon our appointment to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In this regard you taught
us to be humble in the broader service of our people and instilled an incisive intellect in our approach to international relations. We can say without fear of contradiction that you were the best among us.
For this we will forever be indebted to you particularly the invaluable contribution you made to the development of
foreign policy in post-apartheid South Africa. To paraphrase John Lennon: “we will forever miss the wings of your
passion for foreign policy…the truth brings out the tears all our words cannot express….the joy you brought us
through the years.”
Farewell dear brother, friend, comrade and colleague.

He has served in this capacity with distinction and has always inspired others in Parliament and
elsewhere to become involved and interested in South Africa’s engagement with the international
community. He continued his activism in this job during the nearly 15 years he served as Deputy
Minister. His word will always be remembered and his affable charm will be sorely missed. He
has been an outstanding colleague, an activist, a comrade, and passionate representative of his
country. We will all miss him and I wish him every success and happiness in the next segment of
this life.

Tribute by the Director-General
Dr Ayanda Ntsaluba
Every now and again we have the rare honour to meet people who truly leave
an indelible mark in our lives. To me you are one of those.
Your free spiritedness, your humility, your genuine love for people, your
infectious warmth and your unassuming character all made us free to be
ourselves in your company. This enabled us to get so much from your deep
well of knowledge on not only the current essence, but more importantly, the
historical evolution of the key tenants of our foreign policy.
Thank you very much Aziz for your support and guidance, especially over the
past five years. This Department is now all the more stronger because of your
input. You have served your country with loyalty and dedication, and I am
certain that whatever you do next you will continue to share your extensive
knowledge.
On an even more personal level, my liver will now rest from your corrupting urging of “Just one glass of red wine to keep the stupid
doctors away!” You were a boss of a kind and for that you will forever enjoy
my respect and love!

Tribute by Ambassador Abdul Minty

Tribute by Ambassador JN “Kingsley” Mamabolo

Tribute by Ambassador George Nene

Aziz Pahad has always demonstrated a unique grasp of the global political
environment and his long experience and insight enabled him to make a valuable contribution in the democratic transformation process and subsequently
as Deputy Foreign Minister.

I have been honoured to serve, both in exile and in the first democratic
Department of Foreign Affairs, with the excellent man that is Former Deputy
Minister Aziz Pahad. Mr Pahad was a leading role-player in the conceptualisation of South Africa’s democratic foreign policy vision, and in the design
and organisation of the new South Africa’s Department of Foreign Affairs. He
has a wealth and depth of knowledge that always inspires me. No matter how
late the evening has been before an important speech, Aziz Pahad always
comes up the next day with a well-researched and in-depth input that always
serves to educate, illuminate, and entertain.

Former Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad served as a dependable link and
continuum in the development, formulation, articulation, promotion and
defence of our foreign policy from the onset of our new political dispensation
which ended the apartheid regime. The challenges that faced South African
foreign policy makers was confronted not only with its development, but also
by continuous adaptation and upgrade for it to truly serve as an extension of
our domestic policies, and at the same time living up to changes in the world
political situation.

His warm and jovial approach enabled him to win and retain many friendships
and advance South Africa’s foreign policy. Former Deputy Minister Pahad
brought great passion and commitment to his work and followed international
events in great detail; he read widely and scrutinised documents meticulously.
He regularly acted as a special envoy and interacted closely with the national
and international media.
We wish him every success in the future and thank him for his service to the
Department and the Government as a whole.

Mr Pahad is a man who has provided leadership to many Comrades of the
ANC’s Department of International Affairs; guidance and mentorship to many
colleagues in the Department of Foreign Affairs; and friendship to myself and
others like me. Along with an intelligent mind that can readily deal with intricate
and complex foreign policy issues, Aziz Pahad also has an incredibly quick wit
that adds humour and laughter to any conversation that he engages in.
It is a tribute to his dedication and indispensable contribution that he is today
the longest serving Deputy Foreign Minister in the world. Aziz Pahad is a personable, talented, and respected leader of our time. He will be missed at the
Department. I only wish him well.

Comrade Aziz understood these challenges and contributed to our Government
with unparalleled excellence. He will definitely be missed.
Why and what will make the Department of Foreign Affairs, the Government
and people of this great country remember him fondly?
• He demonstrated greatness in being a politician and professional;
combining these with humility and an unassuming personality.
• He was part of a trio of political officers leading our Department; and
co-operated with the management of the Department led by different
Directors-General and DDGs.
• As the longest serving Deputy Minister, he will be missed in Cabinet, by
the media and our friends abroad. He constantly ensured, that as we
adapt to changing international situations, we should always keep in
mind that our foreign policy must always serve and reflect our domestic
situation.
• He gave foreign policy a humane and friendly disposition.

Salute to South African Foreign Policy Guru
By Ambassador Jerry Matjila

Tribute by Branch Americas & Europe:
Ambassador Gert Grobler

Tribute by Ms Mathu Nompozolo

Tribute by Mr Asogan Moodley

There is no doubt that Former Deputy Minister Mr Aziz Pahad contributed
immensely to the evolution and shaping of South African foreign policy.
Although the crafting of our foreign policy was a product of team work, led
by outstanding leaders like the late ANC President Oliver Tambo, Jonny
Makhathini, Alfred Nzo, former President Thabo Mbeki and Foreign Minister
Dr Dlamini Zuma, among many, the articulation of these foreign policy objectives were also left to a charming Aziz Pahad.

All of us from the Branch Americas & Europe who have worked with Former
Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad over the past fourteen and a half years that he
has been involved in the Department of Foreign Affairs in the capacity of
Deputy Minister, can only speak of him with the highest regard and esteem.

When I joined the Department eight years ago, it quickly became clear to
me that you were one of a kind. They talked more about Aziz and less about
Deputy Minister Pahad. I noted that Aziz was not only endeared to everyone
I interacted with, but that there was more to it. Overtime, I got to understand
why. I have found you to have a sharp mind and intellect, which is generously
tempered by free-spiritedness and a sense of fun. I have listened to you talk,
and as I learned to listen better, I realised with awe that you are a master in
matters of Foreign Policy and Diplomacy.

Although having associated with Former Deputy Minister Pahad for a few
years, I worked a little more closely with him during the past 14 months. In
that period I was humbled by his intense and comprehensive knowledge on
international matters and his analyses and interpretation of complex relationships in especially the Middle East. Interestingly though, he has the ability to
explain these complex relationships with ease so much so that his weekly
press briefings were very well attended. Despite his remarkable knowledge
and experience, he is a modest, humble person who relates to almost anybody with remarkable ease, as I have had occasion to experience.

I met the articulate young ANC activist Comrade Aziz thirty years ago in
Basel, Switzerland in May 1978 at the World Peace Conference. The Basel
encounter was the beginning of three decades of working together and learning from Comrade Aziz. We joined him in the DFA after the 1994 democratic
elections. Honourable Former Deputy Minister Pahad received us and gave
us a talk on the need to transform the Department. I was privileged to work
closely with him as he spent most part of post-1994 following developments
in Asia and the Middle East and articulating Government policies and positions accordingly. I accompanied Former Deputy Minister Pahad on countless
journeys through the Middle East, Australasia and Asia, consolidating and
expanding bilateral relations, making friends for South Africa, opening possibilities for enhanced trade, investment and tourism with these regions. Thus
contributing to job creation, poverty alleviation and improving living conditions
of our people. Simultaneously also articulating the pride of the Palestinian
people. Mr Pahad knew how to walk a tight rope. Given a chance he could
walk on the Dead Sea: skillful, articulate, knowledgeable and accessible.
We salute our veteran foreign policy Chief.

Firstly, he showed himself to be a person with a keen ability to grasp complicated global issues with amazing clarity and speed and could always be relied upon during difficult engagements to raise points of amusement with his
characteristic wit and well-known little smile. He was a person who, despite
the huge work burden he carried on his shoulders, always ensured that he
was accessible to officials at virtually a moment’s notice. He never avoided
answering his phone or passed it on to others, except in the busiest of times.
He almost always answered the phone himself with a friendly and cheery
“Hello, how are you my brother?”. He could always be relied upon to provide
quick guidance and ensured that those who approached him for assistance
or advice, always ended their conversation with him knowing precisely what
he wanted and what was required.
His accessibility to the Diplomatic Corps in South Africa was legendary and
many was the Excellency who knew that he could button hole Aziz at social
functions to have exactly the same type of friendly and productive engagement
with him that he afforded all the officials he worked with.
We will miss him greatly especially for his huge intellect, his incisive and enquiring mind, his crisp grasp of detail and his fine sense of humour.
His equally monumental contribution, post April 1994, in guiding and steering
South Africa’s foreign policy and normalising South Africa’s relations with the
world, bilaterally and multilaterally, after decades of isolation and rejection,
will be an unmistakable and integral part of Aziz Pahad’s legacy.

From you I have learnt that things are not always as they seem. Listening to
you at many internal fora just gave me so much insight. I have had a number
of “now I get it” and “I never looked at it that way” moments. I also want to tell
you that senior managers in Human Resources always appreciated hearing
your analysis and take on various Foreign Policy issues. They, like me, also
experienced “now I get it” moments.
In good time I got to understand what that “factor” was that made me suspect
that my colleagues not only liked you, but that there was more to it. It is no
secret that we all respect your mind and appreciate your input on various
matters. I have heard many times the statement being made, “what does Aziz
think of it?” or “what does Aziz say?”.
We sure will miss your intellect and your sense of fun.
May the spirit be with you. I am wishing you life in abundance.

I have no doubt that Former Deputy Minister Pahad will add value and
considerable experience to whatever it is that he lays his hands to next. In
this, on behalf of the Corporate Services Branch of the Department, I wish
him well and am sure of his every success.

Tribute by State Protocol:
Ambassador Makhubela
Mr Aziz Pahad has served in the portfolio of Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs with distinction. He fits this portfolio like a glove fits a hand; as if he
was tailor-made for it. His in-depth knowledge of global issues was widely
acknowledged, and he had an intuitive understanding of underlying political
issues that were not easily identifiable to others. This attribute earned him the
great respect of all his peers – even to those who did not necessarily agree
with his ideological stance. He was a dedicated public servant whose work
was his life, and he mostly put his country’s needs before his own.
Former Deputy Minister Pahad was a definitive diplomat. He had a way of
making all the people around him feel relaxed and confident in his company, whatever their rank or status. State Protocol remembers working closely
with him during regular interaction with the Diplomatic Corps. The Heads of
Mission accredited to South Africa not only had professional respect for him,
but they were genuinely attracted by his personality. He had a great sense of
humour which could diffuse any tense situation and affably charming manner
that persuaded people to accept his point of view. In spite of his seemingly
laidback manner, he was quite particular with attention to detail, especially on
content issues and meticulous with punctuality.
His ability to deal skilfully with hostile media without alienating them was
legendary. He parried difficult questions during press conferences by giving the
media the essence of what they want; but also subtly drawing the line which
the media knew not to cross. His impeccable interpersonal skills enabled him to
communicate effectively with every person, across the board, of any colour or
creed or gender. There are few people who can authentically claim to have this
competency, and Former Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad excelled in it. Last but
not least, Former Deputy Minister Pahad will be remembered as a leader who
inspired us to work hard, but also encouraged us to find time to relax.
Former Deputy Minister, you will be greatly remembered and missed by all
at Protocol

Tribute by Ms Maud Dlomo
What I remember about Former Deputy Minister Pahad:
• His brilliance and understanding of international relations informed his foreign policy presentations to the Heads of Mission Orientation Programme
that were worthy of documenting and publishing. They were incisive analyses of the global system and a contextualisation of South Africa’s role and
challenges within this international environment.
• His willingness to always stand in for the Minister at Diplomatic Academy
Graduation Ceremonies and his ability to give brilliant speeches that only
included the salutation of the prepared text.
• His ability to engage in a discourse or bilateral with a scrap piece of paper
in hand and convince the other party that he has prepared notes on the
subject.
• His easy-going “down to earth” engagement with the most junior of staff
in both formal and informal settings and his humble nature even out of the
office around Pretoria, especially when you bump into him at Café 41 in
Eastwood Village.
• The respect and seriousness around which all parties have taken his role
in South Africa’s engagement in the Middle East.
Go well we will all miss you.

Tribute by High Commissioner
Thandi Lujabe-Rankoe
There are many reasons why Aziz Pahad will be sorely
missed by all in Foreign Affairs - from management and
senior diplomats, right down to the young cadets who
are serving in the Department. However, I would like to
relate a few, key reasons that I am sure many will be
able to relate to.
The first reason is because of who Mr Pahad is as a
person – embracing all he worked with. I believe that
there are very few people who have the ability which he
has to be able to fit in with whomever he met. Despite
his senior position, he remained an uncomplicated, approachable person whom all enjoyed interacting with.
The second reason, for which we will miss him, is
his incredible knowledge of international affairs.
Mr Pahad is like a walking encyclopaedia. It was
always an experience to sit and listen to his grasp
and understanding of the developments taking
place within the international arena. His eloquence
enabled us to understand what he was sharing and
we will especially miss his mannerisms when putting across a point on which he felt strongly - his
head shaking now and again and his expressive,
busy hands reflecting how active he always is.
In conclusion, we are grateful for the role Mr Pahad
played whilst in exile during the liberation struggle, serving the Movement with total dedication. After fighting for
the liberty of our country, he returned home to celebrate
the victory and continued to rebuild our country. For
this, we extend our heartfelt gratitude and thanks for
all he has done. But, Comrade Aziz, we hope that you
will continue to play a role and contribute to our country
with your wisdom and intellect in whichever field you
wish. We wish you all the best for your future!
To me, you will always be Comrade Aziz and nothing
else! ULIBAMBE LINGATHONI!

Tribute by High Commissioner
SF Mfenyana (friend)
The Zing in the Pah
Born in a “Congress” home;
Nurtured in the wiles of Fordsburg;
Tempered in the frequent demos
Of chilly London town;
He excelled in Afro-Asian diplomacy.
Of slight but resilient constitution;
He combines the oratory of Fidel Castro;
The sagacity of Ho Chi Minh;
The militancy of June 16th and
The analytic brilliance of the son of OR Tambo.
His ability to disentangle,
Hard fact from wishful fiction,
Is his major attribute and unqualified source
Of enjoyable audition of his rendition.

Tribute by High Commissioner
ALCK Mongalo
My fascinating journey with my dear friend Aziz
began in 1973 at the International Youth Festival, Berlin, and over the decades the bond
between us grew from strength to strength
through good and bad times. My most poignant
memories of this friend is his unwavering commitment to, and focus on, the goal of a better
South Africa, a better Africa and a better world
for all. His sense of humour will be missed
in the corridors of the Department of Foreign
Affairs.

“You have been an anchor of our Department
since 1994. Indeed most of us would testify
to the warmth and humility with which we
were received by your good-self upon our
appointment to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs”

“He has been an outstanding
colleague, an activist,
a comrade, and passionate
representative of his country”

“We will miss him greatly
especially for his huge intellect,
his incisive and enquiring mind, his
crisp grasp of detail and his fine
sense of humour”

“He was a dedicated public servant
whose work was his life, and he
mostly put his country’s needs
before his own”

“It is a tribute to his dedication and
indispensable contribution that he
is today the longest serving Deputy
Foreign Minister in the world”

“It is no secret that we all respect
your mind and appreciate your input on various matters. I have heard
many times the statement being made,
“what does Aziz think of it?” or
“what does Aziz say?”

“He demonstrated greatness in
being a politician and professional;
combining these with humility and
an unassuming personality”

“My most poignant memories of
this friend is his unwavering
commitment to, and focus on, the
goal of a better South Africa, a
better Africa and a better
world for all”

“Mr Pahad is like a walking
encyclopaedia. It was always
an experience to sit and listen to
his grasp and understanding of the
developments taking place within
the international arena”

“Most of us had the opportunity to
interact with your good-self in a variety
of areas in general and foreign relations in
particular. In this regard, I must note
that I never thought of a day in which
we at Foreign Affairs would have to bid
you farewell from our Department”

“His easy-going “down to earth”
engagement with the most junior
of staff in both formal and
informal settings and his humble
nature even out of the office”
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